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Abstract

Appearance based object detection algorithms are pushed to their boundaries
when applied to small objects with little distinguishable features in satellite images.
Recently satellite videos have become available and with them arise new opportuni-
ties and challenges for object detection. Challenges are low local contrast between
targets and background, motion e↵ects caused by the elevation angle of the image
sensor, noise and targets only slightly larger than the resolution limit.

To overcome the limitations of appearance based methods an algorithm for the
detection of moving vehicles is proposed that uses the temporal information.
After co-registering consecutive frames using the optical flow obtained fro, the
Lucas-Kanade method, motion is detected using a Gaussian mixture background
model. Components that are too small or too large to correspond to vehicles are
removed. Motion artifacts resulting from stationary objects are detected and re-
moved by analyzing the space-time trajectories of the remaining components using
Local Principal Component Analysis.
The results of the proposed method with and without detection of motion artifacts
caused by stationary objects are experimentally evaluated on three di↵erent regions
from a satellite video. Using the detection of motion not caused by moving objects
a F1 score of 0.61 is obtained in the best case and 0.12 in the worst case.

The results show that semi-obstructing entities like clouds lead to a larger num-
ber of false positives. Under-sampled targets that are reduced to single pixels are
often mistaken for noise.

The detection of motion caused by stationary objects reduces the number of
false positives for about 48%.
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Figure 1: Satellite image of Monaco.

1 Introduction

Possible applications of satellite surveillance are numerous and reach from tra�c
monitoring, urban planning, road verification to border control and military recon-
naissance. An important challenge in remote sensing and satellite image processing
is the robust detection of larger objects like buildings and road networks, and of
potentially small objects like ships, cars or trailers. A new generation of satellites,
providing videos with frame-rates up to 30 frames per second and a ground sample
distance of about one meter, o↵ers new opportunities for robust object detection.

Detecting objects in satellite imagery leads to the challenge of having large
search spaces and often small objects. Despite rapid progress in the last few years,
the low resolution in current commercial satellite images still proposes a limitation.
Robust and reliable detection of small objects like cars from space, that are only
slightly larger than the resolution limit, is often hard using only spatial information.
Appearance based object detection algorithms, successful with common imagery,
often fail when applied to satellite images due to a lack of meaningful features [19].

This practicum is concerned with detecting moving vehicles in satellite motion
imagery. The methods presented in this work aim to improve the detection of
objects in satellite videos by using the available temporal resolution as additional
information source. The presented approach aims at correlating moving objects
from frame to frame in order to identify and classify movement.
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(a) Cars on a road traveling in the same direc-
tion.

(b) Boats driving in Port Hercule.

(c) Plane captured by satellite. (d) Clouds possible occluding objects of inter-
est.

Figure 2: Examples of visible moving objects in given satellite video (see Figure 1).
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2 Related Work

Due to the relatively new modality that is high resolution satellite video, little work
has been published regarding object detection in satellite videos.

2.1 Satellite Videos

Meng et al. [22] propose an object tracking algorithm applied to high resolution
multi spectral satellite images with multi-angular look capability. The frame rate at
which their dataset has been captured is significantly lower than the frame rate of
the dataset used in this practicum. The authors identify moving objects by creating
an accumulative di↵erence image and looking for pixels with large values. Target
objects are then defined by extracting spatial and spectral features. For target
matching they use a sliding window with a feature matching operator defined by
three di↵erent metrics. The Bhattacharyya distance and histogram intersection
are used to match spectral features and pixel count similarity is used to determine
spatial matches.

Kopsiaftis et al. [18] use a background model based on an adaptive proce-
dure where the background is dynamically estimated based on the mean intensity
value of about 300 frames. They apply morphological operations and not nearer
specified statistical analysis on the connected components to remove non vehicular
components. Their method does not use motion compensation but uses an already
stabilized dataset. They also apply prior knowledge of the exact road network.

Yang et al. [33] propose a two-step method in order to apply the detection
only to regions where vehicular motion is to be expected. In the first step they use
the VIBE background model to extract all motion including non vehicular motion
causing false positives. They extract and analyze trajectories using a Hungarian
algorithm. Trajectories that are to short or unstable are removed. A motion heat
map is generated by utilizing a distance transform. The following procedures are
only applied to hot areas in the motion heat map. In the second step they generate
a local saliency map for each frame which accounts for low contrast between roads
and vehicles. On the resulting map the authors again apply background subtraction
using VIBE. The authors do not incorporate motion compensation because they
used an already stabilized dataset.

Xu et al. [2] use optical flow and Shi-Tomasi features to co-register consecutive
frames. They use a modified VIBE background model[3] to determine motion.
To reduce artifacts from motion not caused by moving vehicles they use simple
heuristics like the ratio of the bounding box enclosing the foreground candidate.

Du et al. [12] use Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow to track objects in satellite videos.
Each velocity vector is transformed to a three dimensional RGB color using the HSV
color space. By doing so, the authors can calculate the integral image for each band
separately. The authors state that high optical flow velocities will produce a higher
gray value in one band, while the other to will be lower. By finding the region
near the target with the lowest integral result they aim to detect the location of the
target.
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2.2 Satellite Images

Chen et al. [11] apply a Hybrid Deep Convolutional Neural Network (HDNN) to
satellite images obtained by Google Earth. By using a HDNN instead of a DNN
they aim to extract variable-scale features.

Han et al. [14] perform object detection on satellite data where objects of interest
have not been annotated. It is only known which image contains objects of interest.
To overcome the lack of annotations, the authors combine weak supervised learning
(WSL) with high-level feature learning.

2.3 Wide Area Motion Imagery

Liang et al. [20] combine histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and Haar-like
features in order to detect vehicles in wide area motion imagery (WAMI). Utilizing
Generalized Multiple Kernel Learning they determine the trade-o↵ between HOG
and Haar-like features in form of coe�cients and train the classifier. The authors
evaluated their algorithm on the Columbus Large Image Format (CLIF) data set
[1] and claim that it outperforms both Haar-like features and HOG when used
separately. They do not use the temporal resolution at all.

LaLonde et al. [19] apply a two-stage, spatio-temporal convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) to WAMI. The first stage (ClusterNet) aims to reduce the large search
space that comes with WAMI data or with satellite images. Unless common Region
Proposal Networks ClusterNet is provided with multiple video frames including the
reference frame to incorporate temporal resolution. The resulting regions of objects
of interest which can contain several hundred objects is sent to the second stage
(FoveaNet). FoveaNet conducts high-resolution analysis on the given regions and
predicts the centroids of objects of interest in the reference frame.
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3 Problem Statement

The objects that we aim to detect are cars, an example of multiple cars driving in
the same direction is given in Figure 2a. When examined using image manipulation
tools, the cars consist of about 4 pixels. Other moving objects can be seen in Figures
2b 2c and 2d.

Cars, barely larger than the resolution limit of the satellites sensor, lack distinc-
tive features required for appearance based solutions for object detection. Assuming
that the temporal resolution of a satellite video is high enough to detect correla-
tion of moving objects between frames, moving objects would then form distinct
trajectories in a space-time domain like in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Di↵erent moving objects in a space-time domain.

A major problem is the movement of the satellite because the images are not
co-registered. This leads to big di↵erences between two frames. The global motion
of the satellite, which changes the captured region of interest and local motion have
to be discriminated. The local motion can further be sectioned into local motion
mainly caused by moving vehicles and local motion not caused by moving objects.
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Figure 4: The elevation angle is defined by the optical axis of the satellite sensor and the
horizon. The o↵-nadir angle is used interchangeable and is defined by the nadir and the
optical axis.

Figure 5: Image of high building in first frame (left) and last frame (right).

Motion not caused by moving objects is caused by the way the images are recorded.
Imagery captured by satellites only conform to an orthographic projection if the

sensor is exactly positioned above the corresponding spot on the ground, i.e., along
nadir. But satellite sensors usually capture at an angle, depicted as elevation angle
or o↵-nadir angle, which allows for shorter revisit times and therefore improving
e�ciency (see Figure 4).

Consequences of capturing images o↵-nadir are perspective distortions that lead,
among other problems, to the leaning-building e↵ect where high objects seem to lean
in a certain angle. This is especially problematic when detecting motion in satellite
videos, because the angle at which the building is leaning changes with the sensor
position which looks like high objects are moving. Motion detection algorithms for
satellite imagery have to account for such motion e↵ects in order to prevent false
positives. The leaning-building e↵ect over time can be seen in Figure 5.
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4 Methodology

The frames of the given dataset are noisy and have low contrast. In a pre-processing
step noise is reduced using a Gaussian filter kernel and contrast enhancement is
performed using Histogram Equalization .

In order to detect local motion, we minimize global motion by co-registering con-
secutive frames. This is done finding Shi-Tomasi features [26] and tracking them
along consecutive frames using optical flow [21]. After estimating the homogra-
phy between each pair of frames the images are transformed to perform the video
stabilization.

After extracting the foreground performing background subtraction [28], noise
and larger components are discarded using simple heuristics. In order to detect
motion caused by not moving objects we analyze the trajectories in space over time
using Local Principal Component Analysis[6].

A flow chart of the proposed algorithm can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Flow chart of proposed algorithm.

4.1 Pre-processing

The frames of the given satellite video have a high global contrast. Large reflective
areas like roofs or large boats result in high intensity while, e.g., the ocean shows
low intensity values. Local contrast, e.g., between cars and roads is low (see Figure
7). For detecting the foreground using background subtraction to be successful,
local contrast has to be improved.

One of the simplest and most e↵ective methods to enhance contrast is Histogram
equalization (HE) [30]. HE works on the histogram of an image and spreads out
the most frequent values [17]. HE only considers the global contrast, which leads to
over-brightness and noise amplification because the frames of our dataset already
have high global contrast (see Figure 8a). Therefore a variation of HE called Con-
trast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization [24] (CLAHE) is applied. CLAHE
divides the given image into blocks (contextual regions) and applies HE to each tile
individually [25]. Noise amplification is decreased by contrast limiting (see Figure
8b). Pixels contained in histogram bins that are above the specified contrast limit
are clipped and redistributed. Noise reduction is performed using Gaussian filtering.

4.2 Global Motion

The frames of the dataset are not co-registered. Applying background subtraction
without motion compensation would lead to a changing background and false pos-
itives. Optical flow estimation is used to compute the displacement field between
two images [8]. The resulting 2D vector field is called the optical flow field. Dense
optical flow describes correspondences between pixels while sparse optical flow de-
scribes correspondences between selected pixels, e.g. corners, caused by relative
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(a) Frame before CLAHE. (b) Frame after CLAHE.

(c) Histogram before CLAHE. (d) Histogram after CLAHE.

Figure 7: Frame containing cars before and after CLAHE. The contrast between road and
cars is considerable low in the top left image and got improved using CLAHE in the top
right image.

motion between the scene and an observer [23]. Optical flow estimation is used for
video stabilization, structure from motion and object tracking among others.

Optical flow works under the assumption of brightness constancy i.e., the inten-
sity value of a pixel does not change between immediate frames [29].

This means the pixel intensities are translated from frame to frame [13],

I(~x, t) = I(~x+ ~v, t+ 1). (1)

I(~x, t) denotes the intensity of the pixel at spatial position ~x = (x, y) and temporal
position t, and ~v = (u1, u2) is the velocity vector. Assuming that equation 1 can be
approximated by a Taylor series stopping after the first derivative:

I(~x+ ~v, t+ 1) ⇡ I(~x, t) + ~v ·rI(~x, t) + It(~x, t), (2)
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(a) Image after common HE. (b) Image after CLAHE.

Figure 8: Common HE leads to possible information loss due to over-brightness and noise
amplification while CLAHE preserves information and decreases noise amplification.

where It denotes the temporal partial derivative of image I. Substituting equation
2 into equation 1 gives the optical flow constraint equation

rI(~x, t) · ~v + It(~x, t) = 0. (3)

The image gradient rI and the gradient along time It are known but the velocity
vector ~v is unknown which leads to an infinite number of solutions because we only
have a single equation [31] which is not su�cient to solve both components of ~v.
Methods used to solve this problem consider additional assumptions considering
properties of the optical flow field.

The aperture problem is a result of the indefinite optical flow constraint equation.
[5]. As a consequence of the optical flow constraint, the component of the flow in
the direction of the gradient is determined, but the component of the flow along an
edge cannot be determined. If an untextured object is viewed through an aperture,
it is not possible to extract the motion within the objects area. At edges without
additional information the motion can be estimated only along the gradient in one
dimension. In order to extract two dimensional motion more information is needed
like corners or texture.

The optical flow algorithm applied in the proposed framework is the Lucas-
Kanade method. This method assumes that the flow in a local neighborhood of the
candidate pixel is more or less constant. It solves the optical flow constraint equation
by calculating the optical flow for each pixel contained in the local neighborhood.
Using a 3x3 neighborhood this leads to 9 equations and is therefore overdetermined
and can be solved using the least squares criterion. The Lucas-Kanade method is
more robust to noise than point-wise methods which is important given the noisy
dataset [4]. Because Lucas-Kanade computes a sparse optical flow, it needs feature
points to track.

For each frame pair Shi-Tomasi features [26] are extracted (11a). Shi-Tomasi
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(a) No texture is present,
therefore the motion can not
be extracted.

(b) Only one edge is present,
the motion can only be esti-
mated along one dimension.

(c) A corner is present and
the motion can be estimated.

Figure 9: Visualization of the aperture problem[5].

features are chosen with tracking in mind. The principle is the same as with the
Harris Corner Detector [15] but they use a di↵erent scoring function. The Harris
Corner Detector and Shi-Tomasi features use a sliding window. The goal is de-
termining patches in the given image I where the sliding window generates large
variations when moved around. The di↵erence between the original and moved
window is given by

E =
X

x,y

w(x, y)[I(x+ u, y + v)� I(x, y)]2 (4)

where w(x, y) is the sliding window at position (x, y), u the o↵set of the window in
x direction and v the o↵set of the window in y direction. Using a first order Taylor
approximation E can be expressed as

E ⇡

u
v

�
M

⇥
u v

⇤
(5)

where M is the second moment matrix

M =


I2x IxIy
IxIy I2y

�
(6)

from which the eigenvalues �1 and �2 are extracted. The Shi-Tomasi scoring func-
tion is given by:

R = min(�1,�2). (7)

By e↵ectively applying a threshold to the smaller eigenvalue the authors determine
that �1 and �2 are su�ciently large to correspond with a large variation and thus a
reliable trackable pattern like corners or salt-and-pepper textures. Trackable in this
context means the extracted feature points contain enough information to estimate
motion in all image planes. This problem is known as the above mentioned aperture
problem (see Figure 9).

After calculation of features in one frame, they are tracked to the subsequent
frame. As error metric for the tracking, the Forward-Backward error [16] has been
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implemented. It is based on the assumption that video tracking is symmetric re-
garding the image sequence. The ground truth of a tracked feature is not known,
but the path has to be the same in both tracking directions:

Track(I1, I2, I3, . . .) ⌘ Track(. . . , I3, I2, I1) (8)

To calculate the Forward-Backward error feature point Xt is tracked to Xt+1

and then to Xt+k. Xt+k is then tracked backwards to ˆXt+1 and then to X̂t. If
the error between Xt and X̂t is greater than a certain threshold, the feature point
is discarded (see Figure 10). All remaining feature points are used to estimate the
homography between each frame pair. These homographies are then used to register
the frame pairs to each other, which minimizes global motion (see Figure 11b).

Figure 10: Forward-Backward error calculation is used to determine faulty registration
between frames.

(a) Corresponding feature points before mo-
tion compensation.

(b) Corresponding feature points after motion
compensation.

Figure 11: Illustration of motion compensation. Red circles correspond to the reference
frame and green crosses to the frame to be aligned.
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4.3 Local Motion

After compensation for the global motion local motion is estimated using Back-
ground Subtraction. The background model is represented by a mixture of Gaus-
sians.

Instead of modeling each pixel with a single Gaussian a multitude of adaptive
Gaussians is used for each pixel. This allows not only to account for lighting changes
over time but multiple surfaces in the area containing the given pixel. The di↵erent
values of a pixel over time are called its history. The history of a pixel x0, y0 at time
t is denoted by

{X1, . . . , Xt} = I(x0, y0, i) : 1  i  t, (9)

I representing the image sequence. The probability of a pixel value Xt modeled by
a mixture of K Gaussian distributions is given by

P (Xt) =
KX

i=1

!i,t ⇤ ⌘(Xt, µi,t,⌃i,t). (10)

!i,t is the estimated weight of the ith Gaussian distribution at time t, µi,t is the
mean of the ith Gaussian distribution at time t and ⌃i,t is the covariance matrix of
the ith Gaussian distribution at time t. ⌘ is a Gaussian probability function. Every
time there is a new pixel value it is matched to one of the Gaussian distributions
using a K-means approach. Stau↵er et. al define a match as having a pixel value
within 2.5 standard deviations of a distribution [28]. If no match can be found the
distribution with the lowest probability is replaced with a new Gaussian having the
pixel value as its mean. The background model is ultimately composed of those
Gaussian distributions having the most supporting evidence and the least variance.
The result of background subtraction is a binary image for every frame depicting
the detected foreground components.

Background subtraction using Gaussian mixture models performs well with light
changes, cluttered-regions and slow moving objects. Most importantly it is able to
learn repetitive variations which makes it more robust to the motion caused by not
moving objects in the used satellite video which is mostly repetitive. It has been
developed with outdoor scenes in mind [28].

4.4 Post-processing of binary image

The binary image obtained from background subtraction contains not only motion
from vehicles and other independent objects, but also noise and artifacts from not
moving objects like high buildings and areas su↵ering from geometric distortions (see
Figure 15a). In order to avoid false positives a few simple heuristics are employed.
Connected components containing less than 5 pixels or more than 25 pixels are
discarded. Despite cars being about 4 pixels large in the original video resulting
components from the background subtraction step are larger in diameter.
Connected components with a bounding box ratio larger than 1:2 are also removed.
They usually represent borders of large buildings, a result from motion artifacts
caused by the elevation angle of the image sensor (see Figure 15b).
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4.5 Detection of motion not caused by moving vehicles

High structures, mainly buildings, appear to move because satellite images are cap-
tured at an o↵-nadir angle as illustrated in Figure 4. This e↵ect is characterized by
constant speed and direction for all corresponding components. In order to detect
motion caused by stationary structures, the space-time trajectories of the centroids
of all remaining components are analyzed. In a first step, a point cloud is generated
from the centroids of all connected components over time (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Point cloud generated from centroids of connected components over time.
Sloped trajectories depict faster moving objects than trajectories parallel to the frame
axis.

Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to analyze and dimensionally com-
press multivariate data [10].
Given a set of possibly correlated values, PCA enables us to compute a set of values
of linearly uncorrelated variables which are called principal components. Using an
orthogonal transformation, PCA is used to re-express the given data-set with an-
other basis, which is a linear combination of the original basis [27].
In order to re-express given data in the most meaningful way PCA maximizes the
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signal to noise ratio (SNR). The SNR can be interpreted as ration of variances:

SNR =
�2
signal

�2
noise

(11)

Figure 13: 2D data-set illustrating signal and noise variances. The direction of the largest
variances are depicted by two lines [27].

In data with a high SNR structures of interest are on the axes with maximal
variance (see Figure 13). Figure 14 depicts di↵erent levels of redundancy in 2D data-
sets with two separate measurements r1 and r2. In the right panel one can examine
two highly correlated variables. In order to reduce dimensionality, it would be more
e�cient to calculate, e.g., r1 from r2. The direction of the largest variance corre-
sponds with the largest eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the data. Finding
the principal components is therefore done using eigenvector decomposition.

Figure 14: Di↵erent degrees of redundancy in a 2D data-set [27].

Transferring the motion data into a point cloud produces trajectories for both
moving objects and motion caused by stationary objects. The motion data over time
is correlated within a local neighborhood. Assuming that trajectories caused by cars
and motion e↵ects are locally linear we can extract them by analyzing the point
cloud holding the centroids of connected components over time. Therefore motion
caused by stationary objects is detected by a local variant of PCA in the next
step. Local PCA (LPCA) [32] applies the PCA algorithm only to a subset of data
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points [6]. By moving the analysis window along the first principal component linear
trajectory segments are obtained. The obtained trajectory segments are examined to
discriminate real moving objects from artifacts caused by other structures. Because
artifacts caused by stationary structures are results of the position and alignment of
the satellite sensor, trajectory segments caused by them exhibit similar orientation
and length. Therefore similar trajectories are clustered using K-means clustering.
For each cluster the mean angle between trajectory and the time-axis is determined.
If it falls below a certain threshold, the corresponding connected components to the
trajectories in the current cluster are classified as motion not caused by moving
objects.
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(a) Binary image after background subtrac-
tion.

(b) Binary image after basic post-
processing.

(c) Binary image after analysis of space-
time trajectories.

(d) Frame with overlaid detections.

Figure 15: After background subtraction basic heuristics are used to eliminate components
that unlikely correspond to vehicles. Elements resulting from motion artifacts are removed
by analyzing their space-time trajectories.
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5 Results

The data set consists of a 30 seconds video provided by the company Planet Labs
Inc.1. The video is composed of 900 frames, depicting the view of Monaco as can
be seen in Figure 1. The provided video is not stabilized, i.e., the scene and the
camera are constantly in motion. The motion imagery has been captured by a
Skysat satellite in the panchromatic spectrum. Ground sample distance is between
0.72m and 0.86m. No radiometric correction for atmosphere or other geometric
distortions has been applied2. The frames have a resolution of 2560 x 1080 pixels.

The proposed method has been evaluated on 3 di↵erent sections of the provided
satellite video each containing 250 frames. The sequences have been labeled man-
ually beforehand using bounding boxes. Pre-processing and motion compensation
has been implemented using the OpenCV library [7], while the remaining steps have
been implemented using Matlab. The parameters for each step have been chosen
empirically. They consist of the number of Gaussian distributions used for the back-
ground model, the learning rate which specifies how fast the model parameters are
updated, the angle between a trajectory and the frame axis at which an object in
considered as local motion and the size of the LPCA filter kernel in pixels. The
chosen parameters can be seen in Table 1.

Number of Gaussians Learning rate Angular threshold Kernel size
5 0.01 5 degrees 5 pixels

Table 1: Empirically determined parameters.

The ROIs have been chosen in order to represent di↵erent conditions like density
of cars and roads or the presence of large buildings. ROI 1 (see Figure 16a) features
a narrow network of streets with many occlusions and a tower prone to the leaning-
building e↵ect.

ROI 2 (see Figure 16b) shows a sparsely used road without high buildings but
big clouds that are occluding the targets.

ROI 3 (see Figure 16c) depicts high buildings as well as large di↵erences in
terrain height. The distribution of cars is dense.

The results for all three regions of interest (ROI) with omitting the non vehicular
motion detection are listed in Table 2. The evaluations using non vehicular motion
detection can be seen in Table 3.

In ROI 1 and especially ROI 2 clouds entering the frame are leading to an in-
creased number of false positives. Activating detection of local motion not caused
by moving objects e↵ectively decreases the number of false positives in both ROIs
while preserving true positives and false negatives, but slightly decreasing true neg-
atives. Motion artifacts from stationary objects are strong in ROI 3 and lead to an
increased number of false positives in combination with moving clouds. The recall
rate without non vehicular motion detection leads to a slightly higher F1 score.

Background subtraction using Gaussian mixtures did not detect cars with low
contrast in the presence of noise which leads to an overall poor recall rate. Due

1https://www.planet.com/
2https://www.planet.com/products/satellite-imagery/files/Planet_Combined_Imagery_

Product_Specs_December2017.pdf
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ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3
TP 751 230 2083
FP 628 3034 1018
TN 7552 13225 6097
FN 532 280 4122
Precision 0.54 0.07 0.67
Recall 0.58 0.45 0.34
F1 score 0.56 0.12 0.45

Table 2: Results of the proposed method without detection of motion caused by stationary
objects.

ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3
TP 670 227 1832
FP 243 1592 596
TN 7937 14667 6519
FN 613 283 4373
Precision 0.73 0.12 0.75
Recall 0.52 0.44 0.3
F1 score 0.61 0.19 0.42

Table 3: Results of the proposed method including detection of motion caused by sta-
tionary objects.

(a) ROI 1. (b) ROI 2. (c) ROI 3.

Figure 16: The three scenes used for evaluation.

to the resolution of the satellite sensor, vehicles often vanish for a couple of frames
or are reduced to a single pixel. The vanishing of vehicles could be improved by
using some kind of prediction model, e.g. based on Kalman filtering. Choosing the
sampling rate parameter of the background subtraction model is very sensitive as
can be seen in Figure . A low learning rate leads to false negatives while a high
learning rate increases noise and detection of motion not caused by moving objects.
The sampling rate has been chosen to not lead to cluttered scenes because clutter
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leads to wrong trajectories in the LPCA step.

Figure 17: Influence of the learning rate parameter for background subtraction on the
result of object detection.

The proposed detection of motion caused by stationary objects falsely classifies
slowly moving cars traveling in a similar direction as fake local motion. This leads
to an increase of false negatives. Still, it reduced the detection of false positives for
about 48%.

The proposed algorithm does not deal well with clouds because they often result
in multiple small connected components which cannot be distinguished from moving
vehicles. Also they tend to occlude other moving objects.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

Object tracking in satellite videos bears multiple challenges. Due to motion e↵ects
from stationary objects, objects near the sampling resolution, noise, clouds and low
contrast robust tracking remains a challenge.

A method has been proposed that uses temporal information instead of spatial
features to identify moving objects. The problem of motion not caused by moving
objects has been formulated and an approach for reducing it has been shown. In
order to use background subtraction the video is stabilized using Shi-Tomasi features
and optical flow. Using CLAHE the local contrast between vehicles and roads has
been improved.

Experiments have been conducted on 3 di↵erent sections of our dataset video.
The video has been manually annotated in order to gain meaningful evaluations.
for each ROI the calculation of recall, precision, and F1 score is used to rate the
tracking performance.

Especially the parameters of the background subtraction set are very sensitive
to the underlying video material. Noise and artifacts resulting from background
subtraction are dealt with using heuristics on the properties of the connected com-
ponents. Noise to an extent is removed successfully but also small under-sampled
cars are removed. The proposed method for detection of motion not caused by mov-
ing objects works well on not cluttered scenes with distinct trajectories. Therefore
the parameters for the background model have to be chosen accordingly as not to
amplify e↵ects caused by stationary objects.

As the underlying background subtraction algorithm has proved itself to be
rather sensitive to the given data, the focus for future work lays in finding more
robust methods to extract local motion. Viable options would involve, e.g., Large
Displacement Optical Flow[9]. The use of supervised learning methods is restricted
due to the lack of training data. The algorithm for detecting motion caused by sta-
tionary objects could be improved by not only analyzing each trajectory segments,
but clusters of segments. Incorporating Structure from motion could be used to
detect large objects.
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